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Why our culture fails to accept that combining
logic with truth is the base for all understanding
– or that truth is the reality of the order in which
we exist.
Why every media incessantly
promotes
our
animal
instincts
while
undermining human development.
All the above are parts of an integrated design
to move children from the influence of parents
and increase mindless behavior. It is a device
for moral/social destruction.
When such elements of cultural change are
combined – there is deliberate corruption being
exposed.
We need think more seriously to understand
why it is that most of us are now willing to
accept, without concern, the most deadly
deceptions ever to challenge the intellect and
moral resources of humanity. Why the most
elementary steps are not taken to make law =
justice and why childishly inefficient and
unconstitutional government is praised (and
presented as if by public acclaim) as the
world’s best.
Writers of our national constitutions would not
have been blind to this deceit nor would they
have accepted it: why are we now submissive?
I have so often referred to these questions in
the past, let us skip from these life/death
questions and, for a minute, direct our attention
to the bigger, more urgent, question.
Why are we, with overwhelming numerical
advantage and with access to all the evidence
we need, still losing this battle for our health,
our wealth, our wisdom and our humanity?
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This is certainly related to the preceding
questions and is in spite of the old wisdom that
tells us:
United we stand, divided we fall.
Ideological divisions, religious divisions,
political divisions or cultural divisions; they
make us weak and we grow weaker. But it is
by a myriad of little changes that we are led,
gradually, to disaster.
Those who see that something is wrong are
ever eager to promote new ‘evidence’. So,
eager to believe its appearance of being on our
side they do not think about where it may have
come from and fail to check its logic or
reliability. It has been made so hard to see the
big picture – to see that there is a world-wide
program to take-over earth and that we need to
be suspicious of ‘gift horses’. By distribution of
‘incredible’ revelations the whole resistance
movement was discredited.
Why don’t we want to see that ownership of
earth is an historic ambition – that the only
valid excuse for global-elite world ownership
today is to eliminate the huge population now
so mindlessly wasting our natural resources?
But the Globalist answer is an animal answer,
it is not a human answer.
Why do we ignore the clear evidence that there
is a crime syndicate in control of infinite stolen
wealth – that corrupt power now rules earth?
If we DO look with honest intent then we CAN
understand that this power wants us morally
blind, money poor and socially ignorant, and
has the financial strength to gradually increase
our deception, multiply our divisions,
>>
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strengthen our distractions and plan our
disposal.
Looking honestly we can easily understand
that these global forces have agents working
constantly to spread false ideas, encourage
our pride, and flatter our determination to
succeed wherever OUR success can be
invoked to weaken our own credibility.
We can then understand why every abuse of
power entered into by Globalism is secretly
promoted as “about money”. Almost everyone
has greed for money so that does not frighten
us, it is a great decoy. Or they promote the
belief that what they do is about gaining ‘cheap
oil’, saving ‘freedom’ or spreading (our fake)
‘democracy’.
If we do not believe political atrocities to be
‘mother love’ activities for our good, then we
may start to wonder what they are really about.
We may say to ourselves, hey, why do they
want money when they control international
finance, international commerce and can print
or manipulate any gain they want? We may
say: “Hey, the price of oil has doubled, not
halved!” Or: “We could never, in a lifetime, pay
for the war and, from oil profits, repair the
damage; the experts say that in 25 years oil
will be in short supply.”
Globalism needs control – not money! They
have to keep the people poor, distracted,
ignorant and helpless. That is exactly what we
can see in Globalist planning. We should
never forget that for achievement of true
democracy and the advancement of our
humanity our greatest need is LOVE of
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truth (so they tell us there is no truth). When
we have enough faith in truth to sacrifice our
pride then truth will advance to tear down our
divisions and unify our commitment to the
human welfare.
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Failing that, all our efforts are not only useless
for achievement of our goals but mostly
destructive of our cause.

Fighting for human rights and freedoms before
I knew there was a battle to be fought or a
world to save, and expressing green problems
before green became a political distraction! I
am still sorry it has taken so long to find the
evidence to help those serious about
understanding cultural manipulation.

Jesus of Nazareth told us that a little faith could
move mountains but the scribe who recorded
this fragment of memory did not record WHAT
Jesus said we need have faith in. However a
little logic added to human understanding
reveals that what we need have faith in, is
TRUTH. A little faith in truth does more than
move mountains: it also defeats injustice and
all those who promote injustice.
*
*
*
For support of the above read MindWeb
articles and books, key words in the “Site
Search” facility may help you find related
items. Additionally this series of “Discussion
leaflets” will concentrate on critical social
issues.
Leaflets in format can be down-loaded ready
for 2 side printout on A4 paper. Enter at
“Leaflets”.
One advantage of printed material is that it can
be kept handy for reference – or to pass to
others for comment or discussion. A more
important advantage will become visible as you
read the 6 leaflets already on site.
Regards; A. Gourley.
welook@themindweb.com

Discussion Leaflet
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The Battle for our Right to Life

Still, had I sought help from ‘authorities’ or not
started from scratch, I would never have
reached this point. Make no mistake, life may
be a never-ending story but we do have the
ability to learn enough for our times.
For so long I have watched this battle for
humanity being lost.
It has taken just so much time to uncover
the intrigue that explains why.
So let us consider why we have been losing
this battle. Why has the thieving of human
rights and freedoms (under a philosophy of
gradual gain and cleverly disguised politics)
been so well hidden for almost a century that it
now, almost unopposed, gains pace as years
pass?
First we have to face that this battle
is global – and to death.
We need think seriously about:
a/ why we need be so often reminded (every
news session and more) that, in European
cultures, we have democracy;
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b/ why there are so many religions claiming the
eternal God and so many denominations
claiming to be their true expression.
We, in European cultures, need to admit the
plain evidence that we do NOT, in fact, live in
democracies and ask why we are content to
ignore our legal rights while, like hypnotized
bunnies, we defend the system that is culturally
raping us.
We also need to understand that no capable,
honest scientist can find any scientific evidence
for a better idea of origins than is the concept
of a creator God! The infinite can not be
explained!
We need also ask why the
evolution religion is perpetually proclaimed as
scientific while having a status below scientific
theory. Or why no science can offer any theory
for the creation of life that, intelligently, can
dispute that the creation of life is an
intelligence-designed program.
We need to think seriously about why, with
such great advance in technology, there is now
decay rather than advance of social intellect.
This includes wonder of why each increase in
worldly goods seems accompanied by increase
in greed and avarice.
We need ask ourselves why compulsory
education adopts less efficient ways of
teaching basics and finds more effective ways
of teaching junk. Why peer-group formation
was encouraged though it divorced us from the
love, experience and wisdom of parents – with
consequent increase of mindless, arrogant,
social behavior! Why mothers must work to
send their children to kindergartens to gain
biased
learning.

